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Dear SIM2 partner,
we would like to introduce our latest innovation in the GRAND CINEMA line: the HT300 LINK (Home Theater
front projector).

As with the RTX line, this is not only the launch of an INNOVATIVE, HIGH QUALITY PRODUCT, but the
introduction of a NEW SIM2 FRONT-PROJECTOR ARCHITECTURE as the basis and forerunner product
of a REVOLUTIONARY NEW RANGE OF GRAND CINEMA PRODUCTS!!!

>>>NEW SIM2 ARCHITECTURE: 

HT300LINK main and key features in brief:

A - COMPLETE CONNECTIVITY: the WIDEST and ADVANCED set of inputs for a truly FUTURE PROOF
connectivity between your SIM2 VIDEOPROJECTOR and the newest and up-coming electronic devices.

B - LINK CONCEPT: the ONLY PROJECTOR IN THE MARKET combining the UNALTERABLE and
EMISSION-FREE signal perfection of an OPTICAL connection with maximum simplicity and flexibility in
INSTALLATION!!!

C - SOFTWARE MANAGEMENT: the most flexible and reliable software available on the market for skilled
Home Theater Enthusiasts or for spoiled Life-Style Connoisseurs! Moreover the HT300LINK's software, like
ALL of SIM2 products, is not only EASY to run, but also extremely SIMPLE TO UPGRADE!!

HT300LINK, a LINK to the FUTURE!

>>>MORE INFO:
about Incredible new features and widely acclaimed OPTICAL FIBERS connection (as seen in RTX) that led
to YOU this EXTRAORDINARY NEW PRODUCT:

1. LINK CONCEPT
2. NEW DIGITAL INPUTS
3. HIGH CONTRAST
4. LAMP&LIGHT MANAGEMENT
5. LOW NOISE COLOR WHEEL
6. MORE SOFTWARE FUNCTIONS
7. NEW REMOTE CONTROL
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As you very well know, it is SIM2's marketing policy to always offer state-of-the-art technology, as soon as it
is available, in order to keep our products continuously ahead of their time.

The HT300 LINK, on top of the already state-of-the-art features of the HT300PLUS, offers the following:

>>> LINK CONCEPT: 
The new HT 300 LINK  features the acclaimed and successful DIGI-OPTIC tm Image
Processor (remote box) already used with the famous RTX range.
Based on a CMOS chip-set this OPTICAL LINK allows a fully digital source-to-display link via OPTICAL
FIBERS.
As the RTX the new HT300LINK will be the first and only product in the market to have an OPTICAL FIBER
connection, up to 500mts, with 3 high-speed lasers between the smart DIGI-OPTIC tm remote input box
(usually positioned near the available video sources) and the display for a loss-free and interference-free
connection.
Due to the new chip-set the DIGI-OPTIC tm features a very low thermal emission and therefore a LOW
POWER CONSUMPTION in stand-by mode.
Furthermore, the new  DIGI-OPTIC tm sports a FRONT PANEL POWER SWITCH for an easier and elegant
start-up.

>>> NEW DIGITAL INPUTS:

The new HT 300 LINK  Image Processor features new digital inputs such as HDMI-
HDCP together with the current DVI input  that allows a complete digital connectivity to an increasing amount
of video sources equipped with digital outputs, thus guaranteeing a perfect reproduction, without any loss of
information of interference in the signal.

>>>HDMI
This new connection, fully HDCP compliant, allows complete HDTV compatibility and therefore a future-proof
input open to new HIGH DEFINITION video sources. Very similar to an USB connection, HDMI  is also an
AUDIO carrier and this will allow a completely DIGITAL AUDIO OUT to be connected with any Amplifier/HI-FI
device!

>>>1394
1394 or FIREWIRE input (available from Fall 2003) is the new and most advanced bi-directional connection
to multimedia consumer electronics (Camcorder, DVCR, Set Top Boxes, DVD players etc.). Hot plugging
and self configurating link it can support most stream standards such as MPEG2 SD HD, DV, Audio etc.

>>> FURTHER IMPROVED CONTRAST:
>>The software and light engine has been further improved by SIM2's R&D to allow the HT300LINK to
deliver an impressive and astounding CONTRAST of 2500:1!!!!

>>In addition, the aforementioned improvement coupled with the new FMV (Filled Metal Via) DMD chip by
Texas Instruments,  will allow  the SIM2 HT300 LINK to reach a MUCH HIGHER CONTRAST RATIO , thus
delivering on the screen even more realistic and emotional  images.
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The new  FMV DMD chip maintains  the same High Definition resolution of 1280x720, but the micromirrors
will have their entire surface mirror-covered without any visible trace of hole.
This will result in further and significant HIGHER CONTRAST RATIO!

>>Should the FMV chip will be not available by manufacturer at the HT300 LINK launch (July), customers
will have the opportunity to buy the HT300 LINK with actual HD-2 and to UPGRADE IT WITH FMV CHIP AT
SIM2 CHARGE!!!!

>>> LAMP&LIGHT MANAGEMENT:
New options are available for the HT300LINK in terms of BRIGHTNESS PERFORMANCES with the SIM2's
unique attention to image quality, colours, contrast ratio and black level:
>>>>BRIGHTNESS BURST FUNCTION a new built-in feature for on-board 120W LAMP which, recapturing
dispersed light inside the light-engine, increases image brightness up to a 15% without any loss in contrast
ratio or black level.
>>>>DIMMABLE LAMP: a new software function that allows the user to adjust the lamp brightness from an
ECO MODE (100W) to an HIGH MODE (full 120W). As you can imagine this new feature not only allows to
adjust Videoprojector brightness to environment light for a more HEALTHY and CONFORTABLE VISION,
but will also increase the already impressive LAMP AVERAGE LIFETIME

>>> SILENT COLOUR WHEEL:
As a new standard, HT300LINK is equipped with the new 60mm COLOUR WHEEL, a high performance
VERY LOW NOISE wheel that - thanks to many other new mechanical solutions - will make your Home
Cinema experience even, if possible, more and more confortable and enjoyable!

>>> MORE SOFTWARE FUNCTIONS:
On top of above innovative and fascinating features, SIM2's R&D developed specifically for new the HT300
LINK a whole new set of OSD FUNCTIONS such as:
q -Alphanumeric Character Entry: it will allows the user to customize the names of input sources and

related memories
q -Colour Temperature calibration: users could adjust and customize Colour Temperature as they prefer

or they see fit
q -User definable Memories: users can save and recall they favourite settings when they want them and

in the easiest way
q -Autopower Off - On/standby: Users can choose to directly switch on the projector without passing

through a stand-by mode. Autopower off will automatically turn off the product after remaining several
minutes without receiving any signal.

q -Blank screen: the easiest way to blank the screen via Remote Control
q -Inputs list customization: users can select to not include unused connections in their input list, the

fastest way to manage all your sources!
q -Overscan management: it will let the users to remove unpleasant noises on the edges of the image

For just saying some!

>>> NEW REMOTE CONTROL:
Always tuned to Home Theatre enthusiast needs, SIM2  equipped its new HT300LINK with a
BACKLIGHTED REMOTE CONTROL for an easy access to product commands and OSD functions even in
complete darkness!!!
As an additional feature, two buttons of this new remote control will be user-programmable allowing an easy
setting of preferred functions!


